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PREFACE 
COMPLRXTTY OF PROBLEM 
A large number of variables affecting coil pe 
formance have been previously reported.* 
The following table shows some variables en-
counterpd: 
AIR: 
1. Temperatures: Dry-bulb, wet bulb, 
dew-point. 
2. Velocity: Linear velocity through 
free area or face area. 
3. Turbulence. 
REFRIGERANT: 
1. Type: Chemical composition, liquid 
or direct expansion. 





1 . Surface Ratio: Ratio - of air-side sur-
face area to refrigerant side sur-
face. 
***** 
See Bibliography in Appendix. 
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. Type of fins: Round, square, or con-
tinuous. 
Shspe of fins: 	Plain, crimped, ribbon 
or wedge-shape. 
4. Fin bond: 	Integral, dipped, 
pressed, 	etc. 
expended, 
5. , Material: 	Copper, 
iron, brass. 
Aluminum, steel, cast- 
6. Depth and piping: Depth of fins, num- 
ber of tube rows, tube spacing, 
counter flow, parallel flow, cross 
flow, mixed flow, etc. 
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NATURE OF THE STUDY 
A. Purpose. 
During the last few years there has been very 
rapid development in the air-conditioning industry. 
This development has given rise to a number of manu-
facturers of accessories necessary for a complete 
unit. As yet, very little of the equipment has 
been standardized. There has been no accurate ba- 
on which a coil might be rated. The selection 
of a coil has been at the best a rough estimate. 
Each manufacturer has given his own specifications. 
Since this method of rating and selecting a coil for 
a particular job has not been the des e of both the 
sales engineer and the installation contractor, it 
would indeed be practical to have standard, accu-
rate information on which evaporator coils might be 
rated and selected. 
Necessary tables and charts for complete infer-
mation regarding all types of coils would require 
an unlimited amount of research, as well as a most 
elaborate outlay of expensive instruments and equip-
ment. That a single manufacturer or even a group 
of men interested, in research should u dert ke such 
a comprehensive problem would be an expensive and 
impractical project. 
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Since there has been considerable interest 
shown in this problem, the authors think it quite 
feasible that even so complete a situation might 
be attacked by any number interested and the 
final results correlated .;nd made available to the 
general engineering public. 
Our aim, then, has been to endeavor to fulfill 
partially the hones of so many engineers for a stan-
dardization, with the hopes that the result obtained 
might be checked independently, verified or corrected 
and made available to those desirous of the informa-
tion. 
Sufficient data were taken to provide overall 
heat transfer coefficient with a combination of 
three variables, viz., quantity of air across coil, 
temperature of air entering, and temperature of 
ammonia. A schedule sheet of the runs made is 
shown on page 25 
Thermocouples were attached at various points 
over the tubes and fins to determine the character-
istics of the temperature gradient. 
B. Applications. 
The scientific value and prectjcal advantages 
are apparent: 
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1. Complete information would provide manufac 
turers and installation engineers with an accurate 
.=,nd precise method of rating and selecting standard 
coils. 
2. With any one type as 9 basis, comparative 
data could easily be acquired. 
3. Reliable results concerning temperature 
gradients would tend to insure more efficient and 
economical design. 
4. These data would be of great value to the 
independent manufacturers who do not have elaborate 
research and testing departments. 
5. In many cases there is occasion for special 
equipment, depending on the nature of the job. With 
sufficient data available, the coil could be designed 
quickly and accurately with a knowledge that the pro-
duct would perform as specified. 
C. Previous Work. 
After a search of practically all recent engineer- 
ing information available, it was found that consider-
able work has been done with fin type evaporator coils. 
The most recent research similar to this was by 
G. L. Tuve and C. A. McKeeman. 9 
*-;=*-x-* 
9. Performance of Fin-Tube Units for Air Coclina 
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a  d Dehumidifying, Heating, Piping and Air Condition-
ing, June, 1937. 
The most comprehensive mathematical analysis 
has been done by William Goodmen8 . 1r. Goodman 
also carried out sufficient experiments to verify 
his mathematical conclusions. 
Pownall 1  bf York Corporation and W. J. King 
and V% L. Knaus 5 of General Electric Corporation 
have conducted experiments similar to those men-
tioned. 
As was definitely shown at the delivery of 1hr. 
Goodman's paper, there are still numbers of conflict-
ing opinions as to coil performance. 
8. Dehumidification of Air iith Coils  Refrigera-
ting Engineering, October, 1936. 
1. Rational Development and Rating of Extended  
Air Cooling Surface, October, 1935. 
5 . Heat Transfer Rates in Refrigerating and Air  
Cooling Apparatus, May, 1934. 
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Without exception, the above mentioned au-
thorities are of the opinion thot so far there have 
not been accurate fin surface temperatures deter-
mined by the use of theremocouples. 
The investigation of previous experiments did 
not disc o e work done on the type coil used under 
the different variables employed herein. 
ti 
/OPE R 
Ili I SI R0cco 5iN 
AMMONIA  COA4 PRESSOR ..4NO CONDENSER 
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INSTRITLENTS AND E',UIPMENT 
A. General Layout. 
The plan on page 8 and photographs on page 9 
show the arrangement and relative size of the equip-
ment. It was set up in the basement of the Mechani-
cal Engineering Building of the Georgia School of 
Technology in the spring of 1934. The metering ele-
ment on the extreme end of the suction side of the 
blower was set up for .n investigation of the in-
take pipe orifice. A Pitot tube traverse was taken 
for the orifices used and the quantity of air 
checked by a heat balance on air and ammonia. 
The manometer for the orifice was bested as 
near as possible to the point of pressure measure-
ment, so that the connecting length would be a mini- 
MUM. 
An isometric view of the ammonia mains and 
weighing bypass is shown on page 11. 
B. Fan, Motor and Ductwork. 
The fan used was a Sirocco #4 multiblede blower 
built by American Blower, Company of Detroit. The 
diameter of the impeller was twenty-four inches with 
sixty-four blades ten inches wide. The scroll cas-
ing was sixteen inches wide and the diameter of the 
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intake was twenty-five inches. The discharge was 
twenty inches square. It was belt driven at 700 
R.P.M. by . a .220 volt, 60 cycle, 3 nhase, 5 H.P. in-
duction motor. 
The duct work was of twenty-two gage galvanized 
iron pipe 22.75 inches inside diameter. All joints 
were soldered air-tight, and all rough projec- 
tions on the inside of the joints were removed. 
Steel reinforcing hoops were placed around the pipe 
to insure a round cross section. 
C . Control of Flow of Air. 
Since a constant speed inducation motor was used 
to drive the fan, other means had to be provided to 
vary the flow. This was accomplished by two 
methods: 
1. By varying the size of the orifice on the 
suction side of the fan. 
2. By a sliding shutter at the fan discharge. 
D. Manometer. 
Previously, during the investigation of the in- 
take pipe orifice as a metering device for air, it was 
necessary to construct a micro-manometer to measure 
accurately slight pressure differentials. A photo-
graph of this instrument may be found on page 13. 
/WicRon4,4 NOM E- TER 
AM/WON/A 74-5 T COIL AND 0/FPUSE-R 
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The design of the instrument was worked out at Georgia 
Tech, but it was based on a similar instrument used 
at the University of Toronto ll . It is read directly 
to one thousandth of an inch of alcohol , nd may be 
estimated to .0005 inch of alcohol approximating 
.0004 inch of water. A full description of the mano-
meter may be found in the appendix. 
E. Pitot Tube. 
The Pitot tube used to check the coefficient 
for the two orifices used was made especially for 
the series of tests on Investigation of the Intake 
Orifice. The tube was proportioned as recommended 
by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. 1° 
Intake Orifice Meter. 
The orifice plates were of the thin-plate, square-
edge type with circular openings concentrically lo-
cated with respect to the pipe. They were turned on 
11. E. Owen - Measurement of Air Flow - Chapman & 
Hall, Ltd., London, 1933. 
10. American  Society of Mechanical Engineers Research  
Publications, Third Edition - 1931 - Fluid Meters, 
Their Theory and Application. 
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a lathe from galv anized sheet iron with an average 
thickness of .64 inches. 	Rough edges were removed 
by a fine file. Only two orifices were used: 
1. 15.25 inch diameter or 45% of pipe area. 
2. 10.2 inch diameter or 20% of pipe area. 
A pressure tap located 40% of the pipe diameter 
downstream from the intake orifice was found to be 
the posLtion of the vena contl , acta or maximum pres-
sure differential. The tap was ground with valve 
compound, and the hose connection was of new, heavy 
tubing. 
G. Heating Coil. 
A steam heating coil manufactured by Trane Com-
pany was placed between the blower and the cooling 
coil in order to secure the desired dry-bulb temper-' 
ature of tree air before the cooling unit. 
H. Cooling Coil. 
The coil used was a special Larkin Humi - Temp  
of aluminum, cross fin type. Tubes were 5/8" in 
diameter and spaced on 1" center lines. 
The unit was housed in an aluminum housing to 
give the maximum amount of refrigeration in the mini-
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Specifications: 
Uidth 	Height 	Depth 	 Cooling Surface 
12" 	 33.25 sq. ft. 
Fins 
27 	7" x 12*" 	 Free Frontal Area 
1 	9*" x 12*" 	 0.602 sq. ft. 
ThicAness - .028" 	 Fin Spacing 
	
28 Holes .5" Diameter 	 7/16" 
Tubes: 
4 rows of 7 each 12im long 
0.627" outside diameter 
0.525" inside diameter. 
Ratio of Fin to Tube Area 7.09. 
Refrigerant - Ammonia. 
A sketch of the coil may be seen on page 16. 
A full description of the thermocouples and their 
positions may be found in the appendix. 
T. Eliminator and Diffuser. 
It was found necessary to devise same means of 
complete 1r mixing the exit air froril the amillonia coil 
and also to eliminate all moisture particles in order 
that a representative temperature measurement might 
be made. A combined diffuser and eliminator was 
designed and built by Moncrief Furnace Company, At- 
nta, Georgia. A sketch of this piece of apparatus 
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may be seen on page 19. 
K. Thermocouples. 
Copper, constantan thermocouples were used. 
The potentiometer was a Leeds & Northrup, K-2. 
Their arrangement and hook-up may be seen from fi7 
gures on page 23. 
A complete discussion of apparatus and method 
of attaching the thermocouples may be found in the ap- 
pendix. 
.4. Thermometers.. 
Calibrated thermometers capable of being read 
to one-half degree were used to measure the tempera- 
tures of the air and ammonia. Difficulty was en-
countered in making accurately calibrated thermome- 
ters give consistent wet bulb readings. It was 
necessary to shield them from any source of radia- 
tion, as well as to devise a suitable moisture sup- 
ply through wicking. 
One wet and dry bulb thermometer w. s placed 
in the air entering the duct. Three wet bulb and 
two dry bulb thermometers were placed before and 
after t e cooling coil. 
A sketch showing the wet bulb arrangment may be 
seen on page 21. 
R.=IG6- 23 
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M. Compressor, Condenser, Motor, Ammonia By-Pass. 
The ammonia compressor used was manufactured 
by the Columbus Iron Works, Columbus, Georgia. 
It is 9 two-cylinder vertical enclosed mackine 
3i" bore, 3i" stroke, maximum speed recommended 
375 R.P.M. Capacity at 357 R.P.M. with 20# suction 
185# discharge ,-lightly in excess of three tons. 
The compressor was driven through a V-Belt 
drive by a 10 H.P., 220 volt, 60 cycle, 3 phase, 
1160 R.P.M., induction motor manufactured by Westing-
house. 
The condenser used was a shell and, tube type 
manufactured by York Ice Machinery Corporation. 
The ammonia weighing by-pass was assembled at 
Georgia Tech. An isometric view showing the detail 
may be seen on page 11. This by-rass consisted of 
a system of pipes and valves arranged in such a 
manner that the two ammonia drums could be used al-
ternately as source and receiver. Having these 
drums placed on scales provided an accurate method 
of weighing and checidng the amount of ammonia cir-
culated. 
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DIEWHOD OF CONDUCTING TEST 
With a determined quantity of air, the proper 
orifice was bolted to the intake end of the duct. 
The manometer was checked to remove all air bubbles, 
the base of the instrument leveled, and the zero 
reading accurately set. After the fan was started, 
the slide valve at the discharge of the blower was 
set to give the desired flow. 
The steam tempering coil was regulated to pro-
duce the desired dry bulb temperature before the 
coil. 
The thermocouple cold junction was packed with 
a water ice mixture and the potentiometer connected 
up. The instruments were set to zero against a stan-
dard cell and a set of check readings taken to insure 
stable operation. In so doing, any thermocouple 
found to give pulsating readings was checked and cor-
rected, usually at the cold junction. . 
The compressor was operated until the desired 
pressure and temperature of the evaporator coil was 
reached. It was necessary to use two expansion 
valves, one before the coil and one after it, in or-
der to reach the desired capacity with any degree of 
rapidity. Since the system was of small capacity 
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and "pumo-downs" frequent, it \Ts found advisable to 
purge regularly. 1- few degrees of superheat were 
carried on the suction side of tie coil in order that 
a heat balance might be made between the ammonia -nd 
the air. After all conditions became constant, the 
valves of the weighing bypass were changed in order 
that the full drum might be used as the source of am- 
-Readings were taken for a period of one-half 
hour. The time required for an overall set of read-
ings averaged roughly four minutes. Time required 
between runsvaried, due to a number of reasons: 
1. Atmospheric conditions naturally varied from 
day to day., 
2. The necessity of keeping constant a number 
of conditions without sensitive, automatic controls 
required no set length of time. 
In view of the fact that the outside air condi-
tions changed from day to day, trial runs were made 
frequently and a heat balance calculated. 
Repeat runs were made on at least one-fourth of 
the work. It was not practical to try to average 
the two runs, since the -vet and dry bulb readings 
were necessarily different. 
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RESULTS 
The tabulated results-a e shown on pages 31 
and 35-, 
On comparing the saturation temperature after 
the expansion value with the temperature and pres-
sure, immediately after the coil when carrying no 
superheat, an average pressure drop of one (1) 
pound was considered a reliable value. 
The coil temperature was taken from ammonia 
tables1 ,3  astne saturation temperature c respon&ng 
to tne average pressure throughout the coil. 
Calculations for te quantiq of air flowing, 
udng pressure drop across an intake orifice; flare as 
sdown. 
Run 1 Series lA 
Entering Air 	Td = 76° 
Tw = 50° 
Before Coil T = 79° 
6 5° 
Data 
Temp. berate *exp. -Naive 
Temp. after exp. valve = 11° 
14. Circular of the Bureau of Standards #142, Tables  
of Thermodynamics Properties of Ammonia. 
14. Transactions of American Society of Mechanical En-
Dec., 1934, Vol. 56, No, 12, The Intake Ori-
fice and a Pro osed Method For Testing 	 Fans, by 
N. C. Ebaugh and R. Whitfield. 
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Barometer = 
.7° F Temp. out of Coil = 149F 
Pres. out of Coil = 25#/D" gage 
Tw = 46.4° F #1a3/30 Min. 	= 16.5# 
.2 aH 
Air Aft '=r Coil Td = 68°F 
Orifice = 15.25" Manometer Reading = .21 "A]cohol 
Air-By Orifice 
"air/min. = 835/hd 
= .21 'x .8 = 	.168" H2 0 
From Psychrometric ch,,.rt to volume et Td = 76 
and Tw = 50 is 13.54 at 7#/0" pressure. 
P2V2 
Correcting for Pressure 
P V1 1 
P2 
P 1 = 





















A simplification of the formula used is shown 
in the appendix. Ammonia weights were recorded in 
order tat a heat-balance check could be made on the 
quantity of air flowing. The difference in pounds of 
air by heat 1321rIce as compared to pounds of air by 
intake orifices drop was limited to five per cent. The 
calculation for this check is shown in the pprendix. 
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As shown on the result heet, a constant quantity 
of air etas taken for a given copifice with a constant 
pressure drop. The maximum deviation due to a den-
dty change of entrance air was found to be 2.28', as 
shown in the ,p - endix. 
Differences in total 'hat per pound of dry air 
were taken directly from a General Electric Psychro- 
metric Chart. A number of readings were checked against 
a general psychrometric'15 chart, which took into ac-
count pressures under 14.7 pounds per square inch. 
The differences found were insignificant. 
The log mean temperature differences and the over-
all heat transfer coefficients were calculated as fol-
lows: 
= KA4T 
H 	Heat transfer in BTU's per hour.. 
Coefficient of heat transfer BTU's per 
sq. ft. per °F per hr. 
A 	Area of transfer surface. 
ZT = Log mean temperature difference between 
*** 
15. Ps chrometric ehert with Barometric Pressure as 
Variable. J. S. Chandler,, Heating and Ventilating, 
Vol. 33, March, 1936, P. 36. 
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air entering and ammonia. 
H 
A T 
Air temperature entering 	79°F 
Air temperature leaving 	68°F 
considering an average pressure drop Of one pound 
through the coil. 
Average pressure in coil = 39.35 / .5 = 39.85#/D albs. 
Saturation tem-cerature at 39.85 #/D" abs. 	11.5°F 
Livrr D T1 - T2 
T s -T1 
loge T s-T2  
T l = Temp air in 
T 2 ='Temp air out 
T s = Sat. Temp of NH3 
 
/9 - 68 11  
loge 1.195 LMTD = 	11 - -- log
e 11.5-68 
LMTD = 	11 
.178  
LMTD = 61.8°F 
;;Lair/hr x 





8.06 BTUs 	ft. per 
° F per hr. 
The air velocity was calculated using tie temp. 
before the coil and the free area of a cross section 
the coil. 
Calculation for free area of coil is shoran in 
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the a prendix. 
= AV 
quantity of air - cu. ft. per. min. 
A = Free Front al Area 
V 	Velocity of Air - 	. per. min. 
Area = .602 sq. ft. 
Q, 	-// air per. min. x specific volume 
Volume of air before coil = 13.61 x 14 ° 7  
14.35 
Vol. = 13.96 
Q = 13.96 x 92 = 1283 cu. ft. per. min. 
Velocity Entering Coi l 
V = g 
A 
1283 
V - .602- 
Velocity = 2130 ft. per. min. 
On the result sheet is shown an overall coeffi-
cient based on an arithmetic temperature difference 
between the ent ering dry bulb and coil. Investiga 
tion showed that such a calculation was not used as a 
basis in engineering work. This value was used, how-
ever, as a rough check on the coefficient found by 
the use of the log mean temperature difference. 
Although the entering dry bulb temperature was 
kept constant, the rei tive humidity changed with a 
mospheric conditions. With an increase in relative 
humidity, a decrease in sensible cooling was recorded 
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for the same series. This fact affected the L.M.T.D., 
which in turn gave irregularity to the curves using 
velocity and the ov?.rall coefficient. Curves most 
representative of the performance are tha3e using BTU 
per sq. ft. against the free velocity. 
Curves ere also plotted uaLng coil temperature 
as t'ie abscissa and "K" as t, le ordinste. Again the 
same irregularity 	noticed. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
1. 'iAth a limited velocity range, the heat 
transfer per square foot per degree F. per hour based 
on log Y.T.D. between ammonia and air varies with 
some power of the velocity. 
BTU/Sq. ft./°F/hr. = CVn 
(a). This statement is thought to be true for 
total dry-coil or wet coil operation over 9 rela-
tively small velocity range. 
(b). From curves obtained, it is concluded 
that "n" also varies with varying coil temperatures 
and entering air temperatures. 
(c). Values of " 	were checked and found to 
vary from .2 to .8. 
0. The purpose previously described, has been 
virtially fulfilled: 
(a) For the particular coil, under operating 
conditions specified, curves giving the desired in-
formation are available. 
(b) An analysis was made based on the therm 
couple data.. 
4. How Should a Coil Be Rated? 
The following schedule is proposed on testing 
md rating coils: 
(1). Coils should be classified as to material 
Page 46. 
used in construction. 
(2). A second necessary consideration is to 
igerant used. 
(3). 1A_th the material and refrigerant deter-
mined, the following tests should be made: 
(a) Select one type fin. 
(b) Vary conditions: 
1. Entrance air temp. - 70, 80, 90, 100 ° F 
2. Coil Temperature 	- 10, 20, 30, 40° F 
3. Quantity of air flowing or velocity 
from 200 ft/min - 1500 ft/min in de-
sired increments. 
(c) Run tests wit'l dry coil and wet coil. 
(d) A straight, pl t-type, continuous fin is 
recommended 	a basis for comparison. 
*** 
RESULTS ON AMMONIA COIL PERFORMANCE BASED ON SURFACE 
TEMPERATURES - OBTAINED BY THE USE OF -THERMOCOUPLES 
lin average surface temperature was obtained by 
taking an average of the thermocouple readings. 
This average was made on a relative weight basis. 
By an examination of the thermocouple positions 
shown on pages 16 and 17, it was concluded that a 
direct arithmetic average would not give a repre-
sentative surface temperature due to the fact that 
various thermocouples represented areas of differ-
ent size. The readings were averaged according to 
t1-- following weights: 
Couple # ei,t Couple # Weight Couple # Weight 
10 1 2 1 4 
11 2 2 4 
12 1 15 2 3 4 






Thermocouples representing the smallest areas 
were given a weight of unity. One tube temperature 
was taken since the tube area represented only 14.1% 
of the total cooling surface. 
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A tabulated result sheet is shown on page 
Families of curves showing the coil performance 
were included. 
The logarithmic mean temperature difference be-
tween the surface and the air was calculated in the 
same manner asthe coefficient based on the ammonia 
saturation temperature. 
t2) - (T - 
OD' 




T s - t2 
T s - 
	
T s 
= Surface Temperature 
	oF 
= Dry Bulb Temperature of Air before 
ammonia coil 	 - op 
= Dry bulb temperature of air after 
ammonia coil 
log0 = Logarithm, Base 
The designation, free velocity, as appears on 
the curves means the velocity in feet per minute 
based on the temperature of the air entering the am-
monia coil and the free frontal area. 
The predicated curves shown dotted, were 
plotted by taking ratios between the space increments 
and velocity increments. 
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dONCLUSIONS REGARDING Tiil'RMOCOUPLF,S 
1. It is evident from the result sheet th. , t 
there is a general decrease in surface temperature 
with a decrease in air velocity with constant coil 
and entering air temperature. 
2. The surface temperature decreases toward 
the downstream end of the coil. 
3. There is a rise in surface temperature —ith 
an increase in entering air te , Terature. 
4. The average temperature of the coil ap-
proaches the dew point of the entering air. 
5. The variation in temperature recorded by 
the individual th-rmocouples was inconsistent from 
run to run. 
An attempt at an explanation is made: 
(a). The bond between tube and fin is a con-
sideration. 
1. Corrosion or looseness would tend 
toward a decrease in heat transfer 
rate. 
(b). The fact that there is a pressure. drop 
through the coil would affect the coil temperature. 
(c). In successive points throughout the tubes 
varying degrees of turbulence in the refrigerant 
would tend to alter ti re heat transfer rate. 
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(d). Local eddies set up in the particular 
coil tested would vary from time to time and run to 
run, a fact which could easily lead to inconis-
tcncy. 
6. The surface temperature cannot be to ken 
as the refrigerant temper ature. 
7. From the curves, using surface tempera-
ture and BTU/W/hr. as coordinates, it is readily 
seen that the heat transfer per square foot per 
hour increases as the velocity increases. This fact 
indicates that the resistance to heat transfer 
through the air film decreases with increased velocity. 
(1/7X1:44- 77//71-7/1,4 9 COOP/ Z.-- DfIIA JHfET 
nwA/ 	cif 
/c/POkoZ Ts  
8 9 /6) // /2 f 2 (9 1 
758 7‘-.0 X97747778 82/78/ 726 815 723 877781 770 762 790 807 862 503 ‘97 72o 3-1.5" 
810 7/9 701 787,803 821 787 756 777 764 795- G 9.5" 768 772 768 867 7/8 76'4 75-8 ‘9,s- 
8/1 787 731 4513 705 882 777 7ff6 479 773 783 76/ 777 766 793 800 g‘g 762 485 709 
833 7/2 880 776 8/2 777 732 77/ 743 782 7:5/ 768 G71 67/ 718 775 803 789 700 850 
83/ 7/J 872 717 8// 771 667 7.09 740 755 75/7.50 776 76 4" 748 6 70 497 781 81? 
geg 707 578 77/ 853 75;3 7,5"o 773 79/ 802 76 9 7.23 ‘I6 667 757 715 757 770 737 9Z 
830 703873 71 11 8/0 779 7/7 746 75:1 78/ 485 760 779 758 779 805 8.57 d7/ ‘7'‘ 
7:5:9 13:00 771 726 7g/ 828 7// 871 773 772 Z.C3 778 85-4 738 G73 Z.C1 77/ i-/.1 Z7,3 794 
6/0 779 7:87831 7/2 882 773 787 71/ 77J  
6'5 ‘G.2 a 7 
855750 
70.e‘6-7 
748 Z.1, 783 759 ‘7, 791 703 
‘.3 614 at) 07 615 110 7/7 G4n74 66 1 65 / 672 5 66 / 677 
8165 32 
7-1-1ERNOCOl/PLZ - DATA APZ) REci(iLTY 
E/11F-41/CROI/OL 	721-AIR F 30 MI/VOTE A &WAGE 
A'w / 2 .3 / 2 3 / 2 3 / 2 3 / 2. 3 / 2 3 
,s.,-2/"_ /A / /A /3 /13 /R /C /C /C /D //7 /17 2A 2A 2A 
fi4s- 7F4/1' 
2f? 




F/iii- Thwp Al/ 7i-MP FAIT 7-/-/t/p e-a-- rib Tc.irp fifir Trio- Alt F ThYF /4-/111" 72-A, Ciiif 7A-#F ls-A71- 7FAIF fill f 7.F-0/' 174//- TEMP fiff - 7231F flk s- 7F*A is- A/ f 7FVF ENT AM. 
/ 390 975 317176 424 5/7 192 596 506 517 5/0 549 c:o/ syd 590 563 _fei‘e .5‘.‘ 4.77 6Z,5 6/4 59.'‘ 6/3 596 393 196 414 820 425- 37/ 623 400 592 584 436 406 
2 28611, 328 44.6 305 157 6/55.76 In 513 119 524 62/ 519 599 5-‘.7 ,f/3 510 703 636 63/ 601 573 .5:17 239 450 308 459 36/ 182 408 693 567 57,5 51/ 563 
3 305158 330 44,9 370 416 629 603 495,543 4/3 508 573 578 5/0 549 447 510 679 625 6/5.597 5.55543 37/ 187 336 472 467 539 626 601 55/ 565 548 54.4 
4 507 548 453 525 530 558 69/ GM 589.585 5e, 585 7/0 634 640 608 620 5-99 76/ 642 69/ 63/ /73 623 551 552 593 587 568 573' 725 44 . 654 617 776 e6.9 
5 409 5/2 159 526 4/4 507 723 145 60.5 - 592 550567 708 433 617 G1/ 55868.5 772 66/ 7// 610 G60 6/7 422,8/0 4495.2 503 516 756 64.0 7/1 0/ 659 6/6 
6 480536 S2/554 177535 777.44 9 61/ 595 523555 707638 634 605 546 5.6 768 64.6 69563.3 ‘.3 7 4.2 7 371 3517 493 512 6/8 598 815 700 72/ Z-14 671 4.23 
5 4/5 - 507 455 524 402 50/ 722 645 697 3:9,3 523 565 707 635 639 60.7 541 567 758 66/ 696 /28 6/3 594 - - -- - - - - - ____ 
9 458526 5/9 553 545 365 B03 68/ 6 77 427 574 578 737 4.37 69 ,633 ‘:633 _5,e-.  604 783 6'72 71465'8 725 4 647 4 6,9./ 567575  575 721 448 898 721 800630 71/ ,4,5-3 
/0 554 569 576 579 - 768 445 6/4 423 - 766 d 65 70/ ‘,3•:,:". - - 794 677 74/ 653 - - 637407 4556/4 - -- 88/ 7/6 8/7 681 - - 
// 543 5/3 608513 600 590 859 706 749 457 649 6/2 823 690 772 467 705 137 55570.2 5/3 656 76/ 642 779 670 7/3 61/ 74. 7 	44.3 /005 77/ /06 727 836 696 
/2 371 488 430 5/3 4/2 505 723 615 587 58.1 500515 676 6A4 (,19 fee 518 565 750'457 690 630 643 409 477 533' 44/ 5/, 9 5/7 553 794 677 700 435 656 df 
/3 483 336 485 53.8 187539 7/5 642 609 594 36557.4 7/2 640 453 6/3 511 55.1 759 G61 7/72 635- 470 4.4/ 523 555 54256.4 527 557 809 684 729 143 7/0 45.9 
/4 427 602 579 580 554 56 9 76 7 665 687 6-2.? 596 552 .7551689 497 a's.i5 626 602 B/0 e,;e4 757 659 63,,5 ,3 ) A8. 47-1 41 654 645 o/ c) ya 730 330 693 733 472 
/5 505547 500 515 4555/5 7/7 613 629 603 527567 702 63.5 6.5-0 6/0 558 57/ 779 670 720 614 65/ 04 59. .5 - - J:97 54:9.566 449 5F2 543 699 729 445 465 620 
/6' 364 484 385483 255415 679 626 553 568 30549.3 646 6/0 577.;79 434.5/.5 727 447 615 1/9 525 5i:4 492 54/ 393 496 394 197 752 153 637 G04 8:3 7 56.2 
/7 647 47/ 6'3040.3 58/ 0/ 543 619 745 /55 G// 51-5 792 676 739 652 632 604 B34 695 752 672 7/4 64/ 936 74/ 772 60.7 750 4:77 /0/0 774 35/ 7/6 770 666 
5-75 ;35,:6.0 48153.3 84.65/.4 717 656 686 629 566 T/ 1/8 508 179 5.15 4.3/ 5/1 698 4.3.4 583 592 1115/.9 642 609 57657,9 156.539 7/2 610 4.596/6 6/5517 
T2 646 6/0 672 42.2 60159/ 852 7/6 504 468./ 690 42,6 85/ 703 82/ 689 73/ 449 852 7/7 BIB /0/ 5/8 183 3/4 456 3/0 59-1 683 627 98/ 76.1 937 750 778 670 
7 3 462 528 116 543 470 51/ 728 448 434 40,5 579 580 723 645 677 42„5 609 594 773 66.8 727 647 693 432 487319 55/ 568 476 ..734 8/4 486 739 452 705 437 
71 576 579 5// 549 4/4 006 702 636 637 406 470 f3./ 679 625 64/ 608 557 5-6/ 787 674 757 zao 602 590 6y/ 626 47/ 62.1 368 .ir ,'..: 82 2 6 90 746 656 593 J-8.7 
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THERMOCOUPLE DATA AND REJVITS 
F/l/f" 41/C/e0I/OZTJ 	 F 
	
30 /14/4V7"Z" A 1/E/a6Z-- 







8j7 6,9,5 2(' 2C 2 r 2/) 27) 2/) 3A 3A .3,4 3/7 3R 3/7 3C 3 
/511,4-ii-MP r il/C F,/' 17- iii C 7,-fp FAIT 7//dp /711/- Tritp EMT 7/3,,,, 54//: 4-,k,-, .1"/I/F 7/Alp /19.9- Agp IN/ 7/-.3fe- FYI- TrAy, FA/l7- 7i-mp 1".11i T , /1/9 - 7.-.4y., [4/F 7i4la 121e/ - 7;-h I P Fil 1 F Atli. Filici7;-.4,p 
/ 6 72 62 ,? -,/.: .:,_: 	i 0776/..; /5-/ 6 ,/,' '. . ., 	, , / 2 - 2 _:`,- :_` i 7: . 0 677 ,.; 4 65/ /73/3 / 4 3 6,5 -4 807 6,93 Y.: ,/9 /9/ 76;0 7.'74  
2 6576/5 ,,_;. 	1 6.,;1 6)9 074 553 , 1 :-= 	, ' 	,, ..--i:' 0 255 <10 24 -9 465 13 -5 0769 479 _ .574 J73 670 62/ 657 6/5 625 602 582 74./ 917 746  
3 51/079  , ../..5 j/ .09,1 562 70 5 , 	- .; 	,./ .: 	_;r 5..1 -0 ,,,7 3/9 164 490546 558584 544 0 77/ 550 74/ 6_73 454 4/4 4/0 194 923 7,?.5  591 722 72/ 644 
4 Ze:-,,," 66 4 -::" ; 2 2 	' 754 1)' 56 0 70 7 = : 	= 7/ 5 /_-='):. ..:7 , 6 93 C3.2 636 602 55) 7:).2 776 314 70) 708 728 966/9/ 577 7/6,- /099 8/4 504 /17 if, - , 
i- 78,3 67/ .1): 6 T.:: 723 /15 /2 3 '1,5.7 :f, 56 /::' 2 71) --07 43/ 5/4 378 170 419 S28 7/5 642 653 /24 646 797 678 505 55/ 505652 ///7 522 8/3 ?- .?•6 7 - ,, • 2 
6 7e3 G4 3 5/. 9 /53 638 ,0 '6 7 72 a -' - 1 :7..• 6'3-S 84o /9 1,,4 559 51/ 656" 673 706 635 582 7/6 79/ 476 777 67.9 /035 808 18.4 9Y.7" 722 
- 
._ _ ___ ___ _ -. - _ - --- -- - - - - - - --- -- -- 
9 817 ,:v / 34/ 95 5. -)2 :0/ 0.5 / 796 17'' 7-7  ,::-./. :1); 59/ 680 533 657 10 7,;.5 7340 56/ 2:21 950 715 572 7/2 /37 71/ //V 846 530 /0_96 7.6 
/0 897 724 &.9 7/ / - - /35 7G 3 7..': .7 i% 	 ' - 720 6 ,- 4 66() - - - -- _- - - -- - - - -- - - - 
// 770" /6 7 943 741 /06 727 1/59 54/ /.,:::. 	/ 72 , /54 /13 9/6 /32 733 449 84 70.9 /05777/f 943 '7-7, P173 /107 5/8 /02/ 779 /0457/0 /3/7 6'3 565 1/18 _iJc, 
/2 799 50 765 565 690 /3) :00/ 7/3 ".:1 .,'',: 	/ 7' ,.. -,3 47/ L;74./ 345 54; 713 659 5205 7.2 ,...?./ 8/9 653 762 61.3 783 C,71 //24 525 796 10/ 1)5 
/3 833695 500/8) 7 3,5. 65) 99:1 74 / , .-: .:;<" 3 59/ /8 6 5// 510 53.3 559 846 TO./ 7/3 773 66,5 903- ,2 . 7 854 7 588697 /75/ 567/ 51) 950 738 
/1 524 795 870 7/i 755 677 95G 767 _ 1- . / /!. 7: -.  Z .?. , 5// 135 897 683 637 [26 /06/ .797 937 5. ,V67 798 A.2/4 771 900 725 /20/ 860 327 964 713 
/5 55/ 7/6 509 654 429 639 /83 /64 5 , / ;:::: -7' /- 9 :' .'; .1) 564 075 510563 10050 ) 8 73 7/2 7/2 7/4 6-i/ 946 715 55/ ,7 / 6 777 670 //5/ 81/ 30/ 592 7Z./ 
/6 756 674 /05 637 i.3" 605" 932 A / ' - 1; T'..i .:', .; 	.-• .' / 392 4/6 339' 172 303 456 7.9/ 64 9 560573 .5:F 9 ,:62 SS 7 692 722 615 a3 Gi: 7 /105 8/7 770 303 630 
/7 /000 769 923 73..5- 520 6.y' 9 1/30828 /' 7.9 5 -:", /07 792 76 6 509 69.4 6 ; ( 7 //54 5.50 959 872 7/2 //33( 539 /009 773 /2 9 742 /256 585 535 /020 778 
TI 6576/6 723 615 624 6)0 /2/ 734 '-7,4,:;' 2; ),,,.' // .772 77/ 676 .70951? 9' ,:772 /.55 Co.) 669 /2140/ /4/ 66.2 73/ 649 703 636 937 74/ 943 .7=/. 6 7/3 477 
T2 174 4 6 /0/0774 964 73-3 /:06 81.7 ,-,, 	.7 _-.): : -"Z .7-6 902 725 53)7/6 66 5 /069 800 /070 /035 136 ill 9 53 7 7/06 .9/7 /702 0/6 4,7/ 9/3 555 /24:2 855 
T3 35/ /193 9/3/35 2'7 ,7 ,_) 9'7 763 ./.' 	7 ti. .1) 6 ..2/ 6 4 /0" 53 .? 444079 458537 82/ 690 705 66' 953 7/7 592 72/ 556 7/5 ,209 56;4 es 7 9.94 762 
7-4 353/01 5506/3 7/7 64! /35 /42 .7: L: / /3 9 3/5 850702 734 i',07/ 614 9 924 737 37:- 95 702 785 596 723 49/0 6.94 /044 7.99 772 90/ 721 
7;IBULATEP 0A7:4 ANDRE -50/ 	gA1.3,f",:7,:)-1 1L-74-.',,G7 C., - 1P% 
SERt. IA I B I c I D 
RUN ()fors I a '3 I 2 3 / 2 3 I 2 3 
VELoci Pr' 	FAI rER/ /V 9 	(: -.1..4. FT/0 11,1 2130  15-00 963 2,50 !Soo 9653 2130 au. 463 2160 1500 
14,5- 
An-I/way/A 5ArciRA7-/o,v7i-mp 
0, II.S 11.5" /1.44 21.S 
63,0 
21.5" 2).S. 30.0 30,0 30.0 41.0 41.0 41.0 
/"7/1/ S✓PFACE 7iA4P 
cf 5/ 314 .3'0.7 57,9 54.7 42.1 39.3 564 64:1 6 24 60.8 
EAFT EP I V s , 4, A. '.7- ^4P 	PRy gaui f 7%0 79.8 79.1 81.0 800 795 802. 80.7. 79. 6 eat; 77.7 2?,7 
,LEAVVNG 	.41/..% 
	'L 
 A.-7).= 	--X) Y ,'_)1 Ft °F 48.0 66.0 48,4 79.0 '71. 0 70.4 71.8 73.0 71.1 74.7 71.4 'nig. 
Loa AdEAN 7elsofp. 4.71x -p °F. 22.0 20.7 22.4(14.3( 17, /.1' /9.90 14.6014.9S 18.3o ildl 13.95 /5.11 
Cot-PP/ C/EN r OP HEAT TRANSFER  °.n.j;1'Pf-4 op 224 /9.4 13.45 13./0 g,DS. /2,20 4)0 11.10 /0.4519.10 14.0 1, )3.- 
SERIES 2.4 213 2 C 2D 




3 I 3 1 2 3 
VELociry EN 7-"FR,' Ae * i 	CO i L F T;',411 N 2l /say 983 99$ 2160 1320 994- 218o 1..s-so 993 



























um, Jai) 41.0 440 41.0 
.4-.4/ 	CC/RA-ACE "r- • A,i ,--' 543 65.2. 62.872.1 10.7 64.8 















90.1- 90.0 99.0 90.0 89.0 
2EAY,NG 	ilfg 	787.'0/-' 	DRY 5 , :tf 80.1- 79.: 8/. 0 91,1 71.1 




14.4o //,lo /41.,3.i /9,03 
c c E-",rir I :1 .: '. 1" 	',c- 	.•'',.:: 	.." 	- 	4. .2c,4 1440 20,10 0,60 /o,s1 
5ER 1ES 3A 
2 3 / 
3B j c 3D 	1 
RUN UN ( rs 2 .7 / 2 3 / 2 3 
1/E20-Cirr 	E-NrRIM ,;,' 	C=/:- t-r•,,,,,,i 224o I.S.r.f 100( 2240i47.5- 100.5- 2240133$ /006- _2240 ISS:rioAr 
4 mis4-0/.14 	..14 -rus-, 41--, ,,, ,N 	71- ',.. , .--' 0,c- . 11.5 11.5 16 44 21.S 21.5 21.S 30.0 30. 0 30.11 41.0 41.0 41.0 
FIN 	S 0 Ai I.-ACE '= r1  E' 4:' XI.- eV) 5L.0 's3.8 447 (1.0 43.0 4.9.5 629 66:9 80.2 77.5 70,5 
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APPENDIX 
Manometer. 
The type micro manometer used needed no cali-
bration or corrections. The density of the alcohol 
or manometer fluid at the temperature used had to 
be known. 
It consisted of a horizontal bottle half-filled 
with alcohol connected below the fluid level by a 
flexible hose to a g]. so tube with a cross hair 
engraved on it. The inclined tube was raised or 
lowered by turning the dial on top of the main 
screw. The sensitiveness of the instrument was 
changed by varying the inclination of the tube. 
(See Page 13). The zero was set after leveling the 
base and turning the dial to zero. The inclined tube 
was then raised or lowered relative to the carriage 
until the bottom of the meniscus was on the cross hair. 
In measuring a differential pres ure, the lower 
pressure was connected to the top of the inclined 
tube and the higher pressure to the reservoir. If 
pressure above atmospheric was to be Lleasured, the 
connection would be made to the reservoir, the top 
of the cross hair left open to the air. For a pres-
su e below that of the atmosphere, this connection 
was shifted to the inclined tube. 
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To measure ither pressure the dial was turned to 
raise t e inclined tube until the meniscus of the 
liquid level was oriposite the cross hair. since the 
main screw had ten threads to the inch, one revolu-
tion gave 0.1 inch which was indicated on the main 
column. The rim of the dial had one hundred equal 
divisions, so that 0.01 revolution meant .001 verti-
cal travel of the carriage. 
The instrument reads directly to 0.001 inch of 
alcohol and could be estimated to 0.0005 inches. 
Its accuracy was determinedby the precision with wnid 
the main screw was cut. These threads were cut by an 
expert machinist on a special toolmaxer l s lathe. 
Care was taken while turning to prevent heating above 
approxim•te room temperature at which it would be 
used. Temperature changes had no appreciable effect 
on its accuracy. 20°F. change in temperature affected 
the length of the brass screw only 0.02%. 
The great advantage f the instrument over the 
usual inclined manometer was that the liquid level in 
the re s ervoir was unchanged regardless of the read-
ing so long as the meniscus was at the,,cross hair, 
and since the same volume of liquid was in the con-
necting tube regardless of the reading. 
There was no error in uneven capillary effect in 
a tube of varying bore, since for all readings the 
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liquid was at the same position in the tube. 
The density of the ethyl alchol used was found 
by comparing tee weight of a given volume with that 
of the same valume of water, both at room temperature. 
It was found to be .80 at 83 ° F. 
On trying to use distilled water in the manometer, 
it was found that the meniscus broke when the tube 
was inclined at slight angles. Alcohol had an ad-
ditional advantage in that it gave about 25% greater 
reading for the same pressure. 
Theremocouples. 
Thermocouples used were made of copper and con-
stantan furnished by Leeds & Northrup. The hot junc-
tion was fused and spot soldered at each position on 
the fins and tubes as the coil was being assembled. 
The fins were pressed over the tubes. 
A common cold junction was used. This consisted 
of a sheet metal interior around which was placed 
a two-inch OoPk-board insulation.. The outer fin 
ish was of e plywood. All joints and cracks were 
sealed with 4/1 asPh4lt compound. 
In the common cold junction were placed pieces 
of glass tubing sealed at one end and filled with 
mercury, into which were placed the individual leads. 
The junction was packed with a sufficient amount of 
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shaved ice and water to hold 32 ° F. constant for better 
than a day. 
A Leeds & Northrup, K-2 potentiometer was used 
in conjunction with the thermocouples. The range used 
was from .0000001 to .015 volt. 
A sketch. showing the position of the thermocouples 
is shown on 'ages 16 and 17. 
The wiring diagram was shown on page 20. 
Values for the calibration curve on standard cop-
per constantan thermocouples were taken from Leeds 
&' Northrup conversion tables, with the cold junction 
at 32 ° F12  
These results were checked end verified by 
tables for copper-constantan determined by the Geo-
physical Laboratory. 12 
Sample couples were also independently checked 
and found to be correct. 
4“k-i;i8t° 
12. Leeds & Northrup Standard Conversion Tables. 
12. Adams, Bull, 	 159 P. 2111, 1919. 
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Size of coil 12t x 12*" 
SIDacing = 7/16" 
	
27 Fins 	7" x 12" 
1 Fin 	.9* cr x 
Thickness of fins 	.028" 
28 Holes 	.5" Diameter. 
Tubes  
4 rows of 7 each 10" long 
.627 outside diameter 
.525inside diameter 
Free Frontal Area 
Total 12.25 	x 	12.25 150.0625 sq. 
Tubes 7 x 12.25 x .627 53.7653 sq. 
Fins 28 x 12.25 x .028" 9.6040 sq. 
Free Area = Total - Tube Area - Fin Area 
Free Area = 86.69 sq. in. = .602 sq. ft. 
Cooling Surface Area. 
Total Fins 28 x 12.25 x .028 - = 	9.6040 
27 x 7 x 12.25 	= 2315.2500 
Holes 28 x 28 x .5 	392.0 
Net Fin Area 	2056.12 x 2 	4112.24 
Tubes 28 x 12.25 x .627 	 675.64 
Total Area = Net Fin Area / Tube Area 
4787.88 sq. in. = 33.25 sq. ft.  
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SIJIPLIFICTION OF FORMULAS . 
Th ClLaULATION BY INTAKE ORIFICE 
#air/min. 	1096.2 C.A 1 /EFI 
Coefficient of discharge for orifice 
A 	Area of orifice in square feet. 
h =' Head in inches of water. 
Dendty of air at orifice. 
Coefficient of disch - rge for both orifices used 
is .6 as given by .ThAtfield in his thesis on Intake 
Orifice Metnod of Measuring Air. 
15.25" Orifice. 
fair/min. 	1096.2 cyl/EJ 
.6 
A 	= 1.27 sq. ft. 
/lair min. 	835 lid 
10.20" Orifice.  
#air/min. 	1096.2 CA/Tia 
C 	 .6 
A 	= .567 sq. ft. 
#air/min. 	1096.2 x .6 x .5625E 
#air/mfm. 	371_5/771 
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REASON FOR CONSTANT AIR.OANTITTES WITH IGHTLY 
VARYING DENSITIES, 
Maximum air temperature 9t orifice is: 
T - Dry 	 90°F 
T - \iet 	= 	70.5° F 
Volulle from chart 	 14.1 at 14.7 V 	press. 
14.1 x 14.7 	14.5 
14.3 
1 
. Density = 	14 	.069 5 
Substituting in orifice formula as simIplified : 
 #air/min. 	835 T17_ 
835 .168 x .069 
90 #/min. 
Thus we have a rraxlaum error of 2 ##/min. in 
92 #/min. T is gives an error of 2.28 and was the 
balance of our data does not warrant a greater de-
gree of accuracy, our assumption is justified 
AMONIA HEAT BALANCE CHECK. 
As shown by calculations i n,the results for the 
quantity of air by the intake orifice, a value of 92# 
of air per minute for Run 1, Series lA is found. 
Below are calculatio s showing the ammonia heat 
balance check: 
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NH3 BALANCE CHECK 
jiNH3  (z11) 	#air (4H) '  
Heat of air at T w of 5 1 .7° F = 	21.3 BTU/# 
Heat of air at T of 46.4°F = 18.3 BTU/# 
H of air = 3.0 BTU/# 
Heat of NH3  'liquid at 65° 	114.8 BTU/# 
Heat of'superheat of NH3 at 	and 39.35 #/0" 
abs. 	617.1 
( 
	 ,air (.n.1) 
#air/min. 7=1N11 ,7,/- 	(6,H) 
air 	x 30 
16.5 (617.1 	4.8) 
3 x 30 
16.5 x 502.3  
90 
#air/thi . 	91.9 
Thus our orifice value of air flow is correct. 
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